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Rrribbet

Featuring fabrics from the Rrribbet  
collection by Barb Tourtillotte
Finished size: 52" x 76"  
Design by Rochelle Martin for Clothworks



Materials
Yardages based on 42” wide fabric
1 panel - (Y0166-1)
¼ yard - Pink Baby Frogs (Y0170-2)
¼ yard - Green Baby Frogs (Y0170-3)
¼ yard - Pink Speckle (Y0168-2)
1-3/8 yards - Green Speckle (Y0168-3)
(includes binding)
¼ yard - Yellow Dots (Y165-4)
¼ yard - Purple Dots (Y0165-5)
3/8 yard - Blue Tonal Dragonflies 
(Y0171-1)
½ yard - Dark Blue Tonal Dragonflies 
(Y0171-6)
1-3/8 yards - Blue Large Toss (Y0169-1)

or
1-3/8 yards - Pink Large Toss (Y0169-2) 
optional border 
or
1-3/8 yards - Yellow Large Toss 
(Y0169-4) optional border

3-3/8 yards - Backing (suggested Rrribbet 
Stripe (Y0167-1)

Cut the Fabrics
WOF = Width of Fabric 
LOF = Length of Fabric

From the Rrribbet panel fussy cut:
 1 - Center block 8 ½” square
 1 - Frog /Dragonfly block 6 ½” wide 
  x 8 ½” tall rectangle
 1 - Three Babies block 8 ½” wide  
  x 6 ½” tall rectangle
 1 - Swing block 6 ½” square
 1 - Fishing block 6 ½” wide x 8 ½” tall  
  rectangle
 1 - Grass block 8 ½” wide x 6 ½” tall  
  rectangle
 1 - Family block 6 ½” wide x 8 ½” tall  
  rectangle
From the Pink Baby Frogs cut:
 8 - 3 ½” x 6 ½” rectangles
 8 - 3 ½” squares
From the Green Baby Frogs cut:
 8 - 3 ½” x 6 ½” rectangles
From the Pink Speckle cut:
 8 - 3 ½” x 6 ½” rectangles
From the Green Speckle cut:
 2 - 3 ½” x 12 ½” rectangles
 10 - 3 ½” x 8 ½” rectangles
 2 - 3 ½” x 6 ½” rectangles
 12 - 2 ½” x 12 ½” rectangles
 2 - 2 ½” x 8 ½” rectangles
 7 - 2 ½” wide strips for binding
From the Yellow Dots cut:
 8 - 3 ½” x 6 ½” rectangles
From the Purple Dots cut:
 8 - 3 ½” x 6 ½” rectangles
From the Blue Tonal Dragonflies cut:
 16 - 3 ½” x 6 ½” rectangles
From the Dark Blue Tonal Dragonflies cut:
 8 - 3 ½” squares
 5 - 2 ½” wide strips for inner border
From the Blue Large Toss cut:
 7 - 6 ½” wide strips for outer border
From the optional Pink or Yellow Large 
Toss cut:
 7 - 6 ½” wide strips for outer border

 Directions
Assemble Panel Blocks

  1. Sew a 2 ½” x 8 ½” green speckle rectangle to the left and right sides of 

      the 8 ½” center block as shown in Figure 1. Press the seams outward. 

      Sew a 2 ½” x 12 ½” green speckle rectangle to the top and bottom of   

      the center block as shown in Figure 2. Press the seams outward. Set 

      aside.

  2. Sew a 3 ½” x 6 ½” green speckle rectangle to the left and right sides of

      the 6 ½” swing block. Press the seams outward. Sew a 3 ½” x 12 ½” 

      green speckle rectangle to the top and bottom sides of the block. Press 

      the seams outward. Set aside.

  3. Sew a 3 ½” x 8 ½” green speckle rectangle to the two 8 ½” sides of  
the remaining five rectangle blocks. Press the seams outward. 

      Sew a 2 ½” x 12 ½” green speckle rectangle to the remaining sides

      of the five rectangle blocks. Press seams outward and set blocks aside.

 Assemble the Pieced Blocks

    1. Sew one 3 ½” x 6 ½” blue tonal dragonfly rectangle to one  
  3 ½” x 6 ½” purple dot rectangle as shown in Figure 3.

    2. Sew one 3 ½” pink baby frog square, one 3 ½” x 6 ½ pink speckle 

        rectangle and one 3 ½” dark blue tonal dragonfly square in a row as 

        shown in Figure 4.

    3. Sew one 3 ½” x 6 ½” yellow dot, green baby frog, pink baby frog and a

        blue tonal dragonfly rectangle into a row as shown in Figure 5. Sew 

        the three rows of the pieced block together to make one pieced block

        as shown in Figure 6. Press the block and repeat to make 8 pieced 

        blocks.

  Assemble the Quilt

     1. Lay out the panel blocks and pieced blocks as shown in the quilt 

         picture and sew the blocks into three vertical rows. Sew the three rows 

         together. Press the quilt top.

     2. Measure the length of the quilt from top to bottom. Piece and trim 

         two inner borders from the 2 ½” wide dark blue dragonfly strips to 

         that measurement. Sew to the left and right sides of the quilt center. 

         Press the seams outward.

     3. Measure the width of the quilt top and trim two inner borders from the 

         dark blue dragonfly strips. Sew to the top and bottom side of the quilt

         center. Press the seams outward.

     4. Repeat to add the outer border from the 6 ½” wide blue large toss 

         strips. The pink or yellow large toss fabric may be substituted for the

         large blue toss fabric to use in the outside border.

     5. Layer, baste and quilt as desired. Make the binding from the green   
 speckle 2 ½” strips and apply to the quilt.

While every attempt has been made to give accurate measurements, yardage requirements, and construction 
directions, this does not allow for personal variations in measuring, cutting and/or sewing. Clothworks is not 
responsible for printing errors.
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Prior to starting this project, please check our web site for any updates to this pattern: www.clothworkstextiles.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 


